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Mounting Instructions

MBM-MS1AF-EA9

The BV Wall mount sphygmomanometer is packed complete with
gauge, swivel bracket, and mounting screws.
1.Mount the bracket to the wall.
Generally, the gauge should be
mounted near eye level when
the user is reading the gauge.
If the screws supplied are not
suitable for the application, select
RD. HD. Wood Screws
mounting screws of adequate size
are included
and type to secure the instrument
firmly to the wall. It is desirable to use screws which do not have
sharp edges on the head since the space between the gauge and
wall is available for holding the inflation system when not in use.
2.If the bed needs to be placed close against the wall, then the
gauge should be mounted next to the bed. If the gauge needs to
be mounted directly above the bed, then the bed should be place
away from the wall.

Sphygmomanometer
Instructions
How to Use the Cuff
1.Hold the end of the cuff containing the inflation bag firmly against
the inside of the bare upper arm with the artery symbol positioned
over the brachial artery.
2.Pull the opposite end of the cuff snugly around the arm until the
fastener strips engage. If the "Index Line" on the end of the cuff
falls between the two range lines, indicated by the arrows, the
cuff is the proper size. If the "Index Line" falls outside the range
lines, a larger or smaller cuff should be used. Press the fastener
strips together.
3.To remove, pull the loose end of the cuff which will peel the
fastener strips apart.
Caution
1.Cuffs may be safely cleaned with a damp cloth.
2.DO NOT PRESS WITH HOT IRON.

Indicator Zeroing Procedure
(for adjustable model)

Maintenance
Sterilization
Do not use steam, heat, or liquid disinfectants to sterilize the cuff,
inflation system or manometer, Gas sterilization may be used if
necessary.

Cuff
The BV Cuff is made of lightweight, sturdy fabric with soft hook
and loop fastener strips for a snug fit. The range marks indicate
correct cuff size when the cuff is placed on the arm.

Pressure intake

Adjust the
indicator rightward

When the indicator is off zero, you can
adjust it with the following steps.
1.Insert the screwdriver into the
pressure intake. (picture 1)
2.Turn the screw driver left
or right to move the
indicator back to zero.
(picture 2)
(picture 2)
Note: Do not move the indicator too
much away from zero. It may
Adjust the
indicator leftward
damage the mechanism.

(picture 1)

